Postmortem
Snaps
Life and death in the old Soviet Union,
as seen in black and white.
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the same place in Soviet iconography
We do not see the face of the man
that Joe Rosenthal’s picture of the flag- wearing the T-shirt, but his apparent
raising on Iwo Jima has in ours.
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He said in a recent interview that he believes “the
image is much deeper
in our brain stem than
language,” and many of
his pictures seem closer
to the psychological
depth of genuine fairytales than to ordinary
photojournalism.
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In the left foreground, in some sort of
Dimly lit men with shaven heads sit
open public space, are the bodies of
in gray coveralls at long tables eating
four dead men, the Russian soldiers, gruel from metal bowls, their hopeone of them lying face down in a shal- lessness summed up in the figure of
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standing with her back to them as she
gazes longingly out a window.
The pictures of life in rural areas
show they have changed surprisingly
little from before the revolution. The
eight women in “Harvest, Mariel
Republic, Russia” (1999) wear what
appear to be traditional ethnic dresses
and stand in a large field of grain holding scythes. Equally enduring after 70
years of communism are the pagan rituals of people close to the soil. In “Harvest Ritual, Shutilova, Russia” (1999),
three ancient women in babushkas sit
on the ground “mourning” over a similarly attired scarecrow lying “dead.” A
draft horse seen in profile in the background
reminds us of nature’s
puissance.
And
in
“Pagan Holiday, Georgia” (1997), a young girl
with big white bows in
her hair covers her face
with her hand and turns
away to avoid seeing the
severed head of a cow in
a nearby wagon.
There are memorable pictures of military
personnel in training,
of ballerinas at ease
backstage, of dachas
and graduation celebrations, of movie sets and
movie theaters. The torsos of two
male figures lie side-by-side in the
grass in “Communist Statues, Lithuania” (1998); they have been decapitated, and we can see that they are
hollow. In “Millennium, Red Square,
Moscow” (2000), a young couple off
to the right kiss as they await the
future; in the background the storied
spires and walls of the Kremlin are
lit up and look like Disneyland; in
the middle distance dark groups of
millennial celebrants shift about, but
it is the beer bottles and litter on the
cobblestones close at hand that seem
to portend what is to come.
In a postscript, Eskenazi writes
about the Russians that their inability “to confront their history and loss
created a nostalgia for tragedy.” This
sounds typically Russian, and it is not
t
encouraging.
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